
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Willetton Primary School came first and second at the Southern heat of the state-wide Numero competition. 

Our two winning teams each received a beautiful book for their libraries and qualified for the final. 

Congratulations to Xavier, Zac, Andy, Sebastien, Samuel, Sadana, Bosco and Galvin. Our third team only 

narrowly missed out on qualifying! Well done to all involved students. 

In the final, Willetton Warriors were victorious!! Well done Xavier, Andy, Sebastien and Navin. Thank you to 

Zac for helping them reach the final!  

During the final, hosted this year by Willetton, seven of our wonderful students performed their stewarding 

duties with distinction. Thank you Priyanka, David, Karthiga, Kenul, Jan Angelo, Coco and Samin.  

Sue Christiner 
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Why Dragonflies are the Best Animals 

    By Samuel Coulson 

Have you ever realised what keeps you from getting diseases like malaria?  Is 

it mosquitoes? No, it’s dragonflies of course! There are so many amazing facts 

which keep you safe. Are dragonflies good or bad omens and are they useless 

or good for the environment? With all these questions in mind let’s get started! 

Dragonflies have some amazing but scary features. They will not attack unlike 

bees, wasps and even chicken but keep hovering in mid-air not caring what 

you do. The Anisoptera (scientific name of the dragonfly) is a friendly harmless 

creature that has an almost 360-degree vision that can help it see one animal 

in a swarm of millions of creatures. This amazing animal can lay up to 1500 

eggs and could one day take over the world! 

Most of the 250 species of dragonflies are good for the declining environment. 

They fertilise plants which helps them grow fruits and vegetables. They’re 

good for the environment because they eat harmful species such as 

caterpillars and ants. Another good thing is that they eat mosquitoes that 

carry diseases and can kill your family. Anyway, who on this Earth loves those 

itchy infectious bumps mosquitoes give you? People also believe that apart 

from being good for the environment that they are considered lucky?  

Has a dragonfly ever landed on your head? If that has happened then… You 

have won todays LOTTO! What was that for. If a dragonfly lands on your head 

you are considered lucky and many reports make this crazy theory true! Also, 

some people say you are unlucky if you see a dead dragonfly because seeing 

a good omen dead means bad things. Wow, dragonflies are pretty cool! 

Dragonflies must now be the best animal on Earth. By the time you finish this 

text the dragonfly population will grow by more than 3,000! They are amazing 

creatures, good for the now declining environment so they are vital for 

everything’s survival! Why are dragonflies lucky? Well if you don’t know read 

the fourth paragraph again!  

 



Frill-Necked-Lizards are 

phenomenal 
By Manas Gowda 

“Whoa, I didn’t know that it could open its frill like that- oh, hey 

there. I was just watching a documentary on Frill-Necked-Lizards. 

Do you want to learn about them too? Alright, so what I’ve learnt is 

that Frill-necked-lizards have alien-like adaptations, an outstanding 

omnivorous diet, and stupendous scare tactics. You’ll soon be 

hooked on this text by the Frill-necked-lizard’s scary sharp claws. 

A frill-necked-lizard has few predators. But when they come a 

knockin at this creature’s door, the F-Necked-lizards have many 

surprises loaded for the hungry predators. Did you know that if a 

predator starts to chase one of these lizards, they can run at a 

breakneck speed of 48 Kilometres an hour?! These lizards have 

developed the conscience to start being bipedal as it makes them 

run way faster than running on four legs. While these speedy dudes 

are running, they have a way of startling their predators. In the 

middle of running, they instantly stop, turn around and open up a 

frill they keep flattened against their neck. The idea is to turn around 

so fast the predator will think it’s bigger than it actually is and 

retreat. If this doesn’t work, it beats its tail on the floor and hisses. 

This tactic is that both the loud sounds will indicate that it is not to 

be messed with, even though this creature is harmless. But the 

predators don’t know that, so most predators will then slowly back 

away. If the predators won’t back down, the lizard gets up on its 



hind legs and hightails it out of there and runs up a tree. Speaking 

of trees, Frill-necked-lizards, get some of their food from trees. 

This all bark no bite lizard has an amazingly adaptable diet. It eats 

mostly small animals, such as insects, arachnids and small mammals. 

Frill-necked-lizards also eat plants and nuts, but only a few. These 

lizards can grow up to almost one meter so they are not picky about 

what they eat. Bugs, moths, larvae, butterflies, cicadas, spiders, 

beetles, termites, mice and even other lizards! Wow that was a long 

list. Basically, these lizards eat anything edible put on their plate.  

Frill-necked-lizards have an excessive amount of adaptations. When 

hiding from a predator on a tree, these creative creatures shuffle 

over a bit so that the possible threat can’t get to them. They do this 

technique with unknown humans too! This lizard is extremely smart. 

It has developed the conscience to do most of its activities at night 

time so many of its predators are asleep while it has more energy 

while the scorching sun is away. Frill-necked-lizards have their skin 

colour as the colours of the outback trees so most of its predators 

won’t see it. 

So now this information rock hard in your head, you now know that 

the Frill-necked-lizard is the GREATEST ANIMAL ON THE SURFACE 

OF EARTH. It has awesome adaptations to help it live, super scare 

tactics I need to watch this David Attenborough documentary! 

The end 

 

 

  



 

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

THE SECRET DOOR     Life Or Death? 
 
The lights flickered. The lightning struck. The window shattered. Out of the mist I caught sight of a dark crooked silhouette. It looked 
tall, strong but yet haunted at the same time! I stood there determined beside my bedside table and then found myself repeating the 
words ‘Life or Death?’. Screams of terror filled the hallway and shouts for help cried louder than anything you could imagine! Then 
there was me, blankly staring out of my shattered bedroom window, out to the wreckage. I jumped out of bed and told myself that 
everything was fine and it was just a bad dream. I even pinched my leg to make sure I was awake and luckily I was! 
 
“Ok, let’s start from the very beginning shall we? Well first of all my name is Brodie and I used to live in a small flat not far from my 
old school, Woodvale Primary School (I was in grade five there) but that all changed a couple of days ago. I have an older sister 

called Jenna (she’s two years older than me and she goes to Mistletoe Senior High School). I also have a younger brother named 
Oliver (he’s in preschool at the moment and he’s only three). In that tiny flat all five of us, including our parents, lived there for about 
ten years! Now back to the story.” 
 
It all started on the 31st of October, yes on Halloween. Jenna, Charlotte (one of Jenna’s friends), Lucy (one of my friends) and I, were 
out ‘Trick or Treating’ when it started raining! We only had four more houses to go when a strike of lightning sent a pole tumbling 
down onto a nearby house, followed by a trail of pale blue sparks. Shortly after the incident, the police, firefighters and the ambulance 
all arrived at the scene. It turned out that the pole was supporting a delicate electric wire that came flying down with the pole! In no 
time at all, the house burst into flames and the firefighters dared to enter the house. About ten minutes later, the firefighters came out 
with a young family within arm’s reach of every one of them. After a quick but thorough examination from the paramedics, they were 
all loaded up into a rather large ambulance. In no time at all, and with their sirens blaring, the family were rushed of to the local 
hospital for further examinations and treatments. 
 
After the fire had been put out, the police started questioning us and they asked us questions like, What’s your names? Are you ok? 
and Has the fire hurt you in any sort of way? After we answered all the questions, a rather young police man asked us who was the 
oldest three people in our group? Charlotte, Jenna and I all raised our hands and the policeman took us to a private spot then asked 
us to do one of the most risky and dangerous things that anyone has ever asked me to do and that was...... to go through the small 
opening in the burnt fence and see if the fire was still spreading and to check that no one else was hurt. Of course we all agreed but 
honestly, I don’t think anyone of us were too pleased about our ‘Secret Mission’. Inside I didn’t feel very brave or very confident that 
the young family owned that familiar, glass panelled house. 
 
“After being assigned such a big task”, Jenna spoke up with confidence, “I feel that we have become very responsible and strong. If 
we work as a team and stick together, we shouldn’t get that scared!” We all agreed that this was a pretty great idea so we all stuck 
with it and after a bit of essential group talk, we were all ready to take on the challenge!  
 
After dodging our way through the wreckage Jenna stopped and froze in her tracks. “Look”, she cried. “That’s mum and dad”! Jenna 
pointed over to a large wooden door and sure enough mum and dad were standing there in the darkness and muttering some catchy 
phrase. We found it hard to make out what exactly they were saying but it sounded something like this ‘Those brainless, selfish 
people. Only ever caring about themselves! Now we’re broke and I can believe that homeless family just set our house on fire and 
robbed us!’ Robbed us I said!!!’  We’re all so confused at this point but eventually after I gathered the courage, I stepped forwards 
and asked my parents if they were hurt or injured. They said that they were fine and they were just angry that our family was now 
homeless and broke. They asked us why we were here. Then I explained that we were sent to gather anyone who was involved in 
the fire. They told us that we better get on with the job because it was getting really late but the smoke and the tears of our parents 
was enough to make me cry too. 
 
After everyone calmed down Jenna told Charlotte to bring mum and dad back to the police because she probably wouldn’t even fit 
through the door with her giant Alice in wonderland costume! As soon as Charlotte and our parents left, we examined the large 
wooden door that stood before us in a rather large ditch. “Go on.....” , my sister gave me a small nudge, “knock on the door....” her 
soft, gentle voice trailed off. 
 
As if I had no choice, I placed my hand on the firm wooden door. It felt warm (most likely from the fire). From where I was standing, I 
could hear some faded voices. I was pretty sure that one was a woman’s voice and the others were men and by the tone of their 
voices, I knew something was wrong. By this time Jenna had joined me but she still wasn’t too sure about the large antique-like door 
so she watched and listened from a distance. Honestly I understood why. This place could give anyone a fright. The door was lined 
with cob webs and the floor was marked with stains. “Brodie!!!! Help me!” someone screamed. I turned around to see what was 
wrong, but as soon as I did I was thrown to the ground.  
 
With a thud, I landed at the base of the door and with hesitation, I forced myself to stand up. As soon as I balanced myself evenly 
across both legs, I fell to the ground once again but this time with a stabbing pain in my lower right leg. I screamed and shouted and 
eventually I burst into tears. As I began to lose hope, I gathered a couple of sticks that were within arm’s reach of me and I 
surrounded myself with them. Then I grabbed some large leaves and covered myself in them as a blanket. I thought to myself, ‘If no 
one is going to take any notice of me then I suppose that I’ll just have to make do with the things that I’ve got and spend the night 
here!’ I was in so much pain at this point and that night I cried myself to sleep. 
 
The next morning, when I awoke, I found myself comfortably lying on an old-fashioned lounge. The lounge was lined with soft strips 
of warm leather. In front of me was a large fire place with gorgeous flames of warmth dancing around the pit. After I came to my 
senses, I realised that there were some people standing around me. I immediately recognised a couple of people. The two women 
standing to the left of me were my mother and one of the police ladies. Then my father held Jenna’s arm which seemed to be 



wrapped in a thick layer of bandages and over the bandages there was a sling. Jenna was standing to the right of me with Charlotte 
and Lucy. Then I looked over my shoulder and to my surprise, the very same door that I had seen before (when I had hurt my leg) 
was standing there in the morning sunlight which shone through the window. As I turned my head back around, I felt a rather 
disturbing prodding on my lower left leg. I looked down and two paramedics were wrapping a delicate plaster cast. “I actually think 
that cast suits you”, said Jenna with a cheesy smile on her face. “At least it’s not as thick as yours”, I teased. “Ok, you’re done 
darling!” The paramedic anounced.  
 
“Oh Brodie, we are so glad you’re ok! When Charlote took us back she rushed over to you guys and when she came back she was in 
tears! She said that you were lying on the ground covered in leaves and Jenna was lying on the ground with her right arm looking like 
a banana! Jenna was crying too. Then through her tears she told us that a large wooden door stood tall and proudly in front of you 
two and it echoed the words ‘Only those who are smart enough and brave enough will be able to figure out the witchery behind me!’  
That’s all Charlette had time to tell us before a young family told us to come in and help you!” Our parents said with a smile.  
 
“Gee thanks Charlotte and Lucy. I’m so luck to have you guys as friends. I don’t know what I would do without........” My voice trailed 
off. 
 
 
 The old oak bookcase toppled over onto the wooden floorboards. “ Um... guys...... I think we should leave this room. I feel that 
something isn’t right!” I continued. “What are you talking about darling?” A kind, soft and gentle voice spoke up. “We have been living 
hear for over 12 years and we were completely safe until that rude family next door destroyed their house and set it on fire!” “That 
might have been us...” Dad spoke up nervously. A guilty look passed my family’s faces. “Well in that case it’s all fine!” The old woman 
declared. 
 
In the corner of my eye, I caught sight of a pale blue shimmering light. I grabbed my family’s hands and I shouted “This way. It’s not 
safe here, follow me.” And with that, we all scrambled through the tiny shimmering door. Once everyone had squeezed through the 
door, we stood there in silence and  everyone stared at me for what felt like an eternity. “What?” I shrugged my shoulders. “It wasn”t 
safe in that room.” That’s when I had a chilling realisation that the door disapeared. “This room seems familiar,” Jenna whispered. 
“Isn’t this room smaller than the last one?” someone else whispered. Just at that moment I realised that I have been hearing creeping 
footsteps behind me. “Has anyone else realised that there’s not a single door in this room?” someone whispered loudly. “Why didn’t 
we stay in the last room? When Lucy knocked the bookcase over, Brodie led us in hear!” someone cried. 
 
The lights flickered. The lightning struck. The window shattered. Out of the mist I caught sight of a dark crooked silhouette. It looked 
tall, strong but yet haunted at the same time! I stood there determined beside my bedside table and then found myself repeating the 
words ‘Life or Death?’, Screams of terror filled the hallway and shouts for help cried louder than anything you could imagine! Then 

there was me, blankly staring out of my shattered bedroom window, out to the wreckage. 
 
“This is a living nightmare!” I declared. “A living nightmare!”          
 

 
                                                                                                          By Jessica Area 11 
 

 
 
 

  



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 


